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I. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
,.. 
Metric 'r- English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia.-tion tion 
~ngth ______ l meter __________________ m foot (or mile) _________ ft (or rni) Illne ________ t second _________________ s second (or hour) _______ sec (or hr) Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ Ib 
Power ______ _ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
--- -------
horsepower ___________ hp 
Speed _______ V {kilometers per hour ______ kph miles per hour ________ mph meters per second _______ lopS feet per second ________ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 mLs' 
or 32.1740 ftLsecJ! 
Mass=W 
Moment of inertia=mlc', (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
v Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s3 at 15° C 
and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 secl! 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/ms or 
0.07651 lblcu ft 
a. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 




b' Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, ~P V' 
Lift, absolute coefficient GL = q~ 
Drag, absolute coefficient Gn = q~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient Ono=~ 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient OD(= ~ 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient On" = ~s 
Cross-wind force. absolute coefficient 00 = ~ 
i.. Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 





Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, p Vl where l is a linear dimen-p. 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 mph, 
standard pressure at 15° C , the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 935,400; or for an airfoil 
of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induceq. 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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SUMMARY 
Results are presented oj a flight investigation conducted on a 
fighter-type airplane to determine the jactors which affect the 
load and load di tribution on the vertical tail surjaces in 
maneuvers. An analysis is made oj the data obtained in 
steady flight, rudder kicks, andfi htai l maneuvers. 
For the rudder kicks, the significant loads were the "deflection 
load" re u lting jrom an abrupt control deflection and the "dy-
namic load" consi ting oj a load corresponding to the new static 
equilibrium condition jor the rudder deflected plus a load due 
to a transient overshoot. The deflection load is proportional 
to the angular acceleration which in turn is dependent u.po n 
the rate and amount oj control deflection and upon the d~rec­
tional re ponse characteristics oj the airplane. The dynamic 
lo(ul had an angular acceleration load uperposed on i t as a 
result oj the rudder being reversed at the time oj maxi~um 
sideslip. The critical loads on the rudder were assocwted 
with the deflection load, and those on the fin, with the dynamic 
load. 
The minimum time to reach the maximum control deflection 
attainable by the pilot in any flight condition was jound to be a 
con tanto 
I n the fishtail maneuver, it was jound that the pilot tends to 
deflect the rudder in pha e with the natural jrequency oj the 
airplane. At the condition oj resonance the load on the fin 
and that on the rudder are approximately 90° out oj phase. 
The maximum loads measured in fishtails were oj the same 
order oj magnitude as tho e jrom a rudder kick . in which the 
TUdder is returned to zero at the time oj maximum sideslip. 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of evolving method for de igning the ta il 
surfaces of fighter-type airplane for the dynamic effects 
which occur in maneuvers ha r eceived much attention in 
recen t year. In the case of the horizontal tail, methods by 
which the loads may be determined for an arbitrary type 
of elevator mo tion have been introduced (references 1 and 2) 
and the type of control deflection to be a surned in de ign 
has been specified (reference 3). 
In the ca e of the vertical tail, however, the curren t design 
specifications con ider only steady-state condi tion for loads 
as ociated with a specified steady yaw or a specified rudder 
I Indications have been that the loads on the vertical ang e. 
tail are more critical in maneuverS than in steady-fligh t 
condi tions. For instance, in reference 4, critical vertical-
tail loads in rolling pull-ou t maneuvers were shown to be 
related to the ratio of aileron power and the tatic 
directional- tability derivative of the airplan ; wberea , in 
reference 5 the dynamic load in abrupt rudder kicks or in 
fishtail maneuvers were shown to reach high values. For 
some time, therefore, there has existed a need for a 
systematic fligh t investigation to evaluate the factor which 
influence the vertical- tail loads. 
The purpose of the pre en t paper is to presen t the r e ul t 
of a flight investigation of the factor which affect the loads 
and the load distributions on the ver tical tail surface in 
rudder kick and fishtail maneuvers. An attempt has been 
made to i olate the effect of power , of speed, of initial ide-
slip, and of rate, amount, and direction of control deflection. 
Emphasis ha been placed upon the presentation of the 
experimental re uIts in. the light of theoretical considerations. 
SYMBOLS 
OT rudder deflection angle, degrees 
OT maximum rate of rudder deflection, degrees per 
second 
De levator deflection angle, degrees 
{3 side lip angle, degree 
FT pedal force, pound 
N v normal force on ver tical tail, pounds 
NT normal force on rudder, pounds 
N f normal force on fin, pounds 
N Vl first load peak on vertical tail, pounds 
NTl first load peak on rudder, pOLUld 
Nfl first load peak on fin, pound 
N V2 second load peak on vertical tail, pOlmds 
NT. second load peak on rudder, pounds 
N f : econd load peak on fin , POUllds 
ON: normal-force coefficient on vertical tail (N./qSv) 
ONT normal-force coefficient on rudder (NT/qS.) 
ON! normal-force coefficient on fin (Nf/qS,) 
With the foregoing symbols, the prefix t;, r epre ents an 
incremen t; for maneuvers, it indicates the maximum incre-
men t mcasw·ed from the initial teady-flight value; for 
steady sideslip, it represents an increment measmed from 
the trim value for wing level. 
1 
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V airspeed, mile per hour 
V. equivalent airspeed, miles per hour (110'1 /2 ) 
S. total vertical tail area, quare feeL 
Xv distance from cen ter of gravity to rudder hinge line 
(absolute value), feet 
q dynami c pressm e, pound s per square foo t (~ p v z) 
I z moment of inertia abou t Z-axis, pound-foot-second 2 
Tc thrust coeffi cient (TIp V2D 2) 
T propeller thrust, pound 
Qc torque coeffi cient (Qlp TT2D3) 
Q propeller torque, pound-feet 
D propeller diameter , feet 
b wing span, feet 
S wing area, squ are feet 
P pressure coeffi cient ((p-Po) lq) 
P local static pre ure 
Po free-stream static pres ure 
N' yawing moment, foo t-pound 
p mas density of air, slug per eubic foot 
Po rna den ity of air aL sea level, slug per cubic foot 
0" yawing-moment coeffic ient, tail off (N' lqSb) 
P 0'=-
Po 
1/1 maximum yawing velocity, radians per second 
'" angular accelera Lion in yaw, radians per second 2 
1/11 first maximum angular acceleration in yaw, radian 
per econd 2 
1/12 second maximum angular acceleration in yaw, 
radians per econd 2 





first maximum angular acceleration in pi tch, radian 
per second 2 
time in terval during which maneuver is allowed to 
con tinue before rud leI' is retmned Lo zero , 
seconds 
in crement in angle of aLLa ·k of vertical tail, degr ees 
rate of change of yawing-momen t coefficien L wi Lh 
sid eslip angle (tail off) 
(dON) measured rate of change of normal-force coe ffi cien L 
d{3 . on vertical tail wiLh angle of side lip, il1cluciing 
the effect of rudd er deflection 
d{3 
£lOr 
(dOL) da • 
rate of change of ideslip wi th ch ange in rudder 
angle (from steady sideslip measuremen L ) 
estimated rate of change of lift coeffi cient wi th on-
trol deflection for i olated vertical tail (1.10 per 
radian) 
estimated rate of change of lift coeffic ient wi th 
angle of attack for isolated vertical tail (1.43 per 
radian) 
e t imated rudder effectiveness (0.77) 
DEFI ITIO S 
D eflection load: :Maximum increment in load due to 
abrupt control defl ecLion at the start of maneuver (first load 
peak). 
Dynamic load: Maximum increment in load ineluding 
load du e to the tatic balance condi tion for rudder deflected, 
load due Lo transienL overshoot, and load due Lo rudder re-
versal ( econd load peak) . 
U- type con trol manipulation: Hypo theLical con trol manip-
ulation in which boLh the initial kick and Lhe r etmn of 
rudder have the same amount and rate of control deflection. 
APPARATUS 
Test airplane .- The investigation was conducted on a 
modified Curtiss P-40K airplane which i a low-wing fighter 
airplane wi th a gro s weight of abou L 200 pound and 
equipp ed with a V- 1710- F4R Alii on engine rated at 1000 
horsepower at a pres m e altitude of 10, 00 feet. Figme 1 
shows photograph of the test airplane. Figme 2 pre ent a 
lllTee-vicw drawina of the airplane; table I contain a Ii t of 
ome pertinenL geometric characteristic. 
The military equipment, radio, and fu elage ga Lank were 
remoyed to permit the in tallation of the r ecording instru-
ments. The airplane wa flown with a cenLer-of-gravity 
location of 29.5 percen L" of the mean a rodynamic chord. 
Tail surfaces.- In order to improve the directional stability 
characteri tics and to permit the pilot to fly more asily 
(a) O I1('<l wlrtr r front '" ir \\" . 
(b) Side ,·iew. 
FlO URE I.- T est airplane. 
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F IGU RE 2.-T hree· v'iew drawing of to t. airplane. List of geometric cbaracteristics is gh'cn 
in table 1. 
through the speed range with only one set ting of the rudder-
trim tab, a fin exten ion wa added (see fig. 3), and the fm 
offset wa ehanaed from 1 W lef t Lo 0° off et as lwgcsted in 
reference 6. 
The horizonLal tail surfaces were unchanged wiLh Lhe 
exception of the fairing added at the juncture of the fin 
and horizontal tail to cover the pres ure lines. The amount 
of protuberance of this fairing i howri in the pho toaraphs 
in figure 4. 
Orifice were in talled oppo iLe each other on the left and 
right side of Lhe vertical tail at the location ShO,'iTll in 
figure 5. 
Flight instruments.- In trnm ent in tail ed to mea ure the 
differential pres U1'es, the control forces, the control deflec-
tions, and the motion of the airplane w 1'e a follows: 
(1) Multicell manometer to mea ure the differential 
pressures over the vertical tail surface at the points shown 
in figm e 5. 
(2) An NA A airspeed r ecorder ,vith the sw.ivelling static 
head located approximately one chord forward of the right 
wing tIp. (ee fig. 1 (a) .) 
(3) Oontrol-force r ecorder which measured the forces 
exerted by the pilot on Lhe stick (aileron and elevator) and on 
the rudder pedal . 
(4) AOA electrical control-position r ecorder which 
m a ured the elevator- and rud ler'-contl'ol position at point 
on Lhese conLrols neal' Lhe fuselage center line. 
(5) A sideslip-anale r ecorder mounted approximately one-
half chord above and one chord forward of the left wing 
tip. (See fig. 1 (a) .) 
(6) Accelerometer which recorded tran verse and normal 
acceleration at points 59 and 152 inche behind the center 
of gravity. 
(7) Turnm t 1'S which mea Lll' d th angular velocities 
in yaw, pi tch , and roll. 
( ) A timer used to synchronize fl.ll r ecords. 
Prior to each te t the pilot noted the manifold pre sure, the 
pre m e altitude, the air peed, and the cockpit settings 
of the rudder , elevator, and ail ron trim tabs. 
TEST P ROG RAM 
The test program may b divided into three part : (1) tests 
conducted to obtain teady-flight data, (2) test in which 
rudder kick were made, and (3) te ts in whi h fishtail 
maneuver were made. All speed mentioned are equivalent 
air peeds. 
Steady-flight runs .- Ina much as the vertical-tail load on 
an airplane are r elated to it teady-side lip characteristic, 
a number of steady-flight run were made at various value 
of Leady side lip and peed, and at two power condition . 
The data were r ecorded after the pilot had trimmed the 
airplane at the tes t condition. Run were obtaine 1 through 
a peed range of 100 to 3 0 miles pel' hour with power 011 
(power for level flight or rated power when nece ary) and 
100 to 220 mile per hour with power off. 
Rudder kicks .- Ruddel' kick (single abrupt rudder deflec-
tion ) are u eful in the tudy of the directional tability 
characteri tic of an airplane and for the inves tigation of 
the effects of rate, amount, and direction of control deflection 
on the vertical-tailloacls. 
A total of approximately 50 left and right rudder kicks 
were made during which pre ure distribution were 
mea ured. Of the e runs, approximately 30 were kick 
from the wings-level condition and 20 were kick again t 
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F IGUHE 3.- P lan form of \wLiea l Lail used on Lest a irplane a llll profi les of t he a irfoi l sections arou nd which pressuro orifi ces were d istribu ted. 
Ca) Profil e of fa ir in g. 
FIG URE 4.- Vertical ta il showing profile and plan form of protu berance caused by fa ir ing over pressu re lines. 
an initial s teady sid e lip. The nm " 'ere made a t peeds 
of approx.imately 100, 200, and 300 mile per hour wi th power 
on and power off. The rudder kicks wer e performed at 
medium and fas t ra les from trimmed fligh t . In addi tion, 
70 rudder kicks in which loads ,vere no t m easured were 
found to be useful in the analysis. 
Fishtajl maneuvers.- Fish tail maneuver (periodic rudd er 
oscillations) were made with power off and power on at. 
speeds of 150 and 200 miles per hom during which th e pilot 
attempted 1,0 maximize the loads on Lhe vertical tail. AI 0 , 
runs were mad e at ] 50 miles per houl' during which the 
pilot applied an abrupL rudder deflec tion agains t th e wing 
at the time of maximum yawing velocity. A second pilot 
wa ask ed to perform mild fishtail maneuvers at speeds 
of 200, 250, 300, and 350 miles pel' hom. For this series 
the pilot was free to use as much coordination as h e wished 0 
that information would be obtained to evaluate the maneuver 
under such conditions. 
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Orifice location. percent ehorel frolll leading edge 
Rib Chord (in.) 
4 8 10 11 12 
_______ 1 ____ 1 ____ 1 ____ 1 ____ 1 _____ 1 _ ___ 1 ____ 1 ____ 1 ____ .1-----------------
'1' ................... 34.0 JJ. 3 23.1 29.4 52.6 
U . ............. ···· 49.2 4. l 10.2 35. 6 45.8 
V . .•..•••...••••.••. 63.2 3. 13.3 26.4 37.S 
W •••..•.•...••..... 75.0 3.1 6.0 10.4 16.3 
X .................. 28.6 7.4 37.1 63.3 6.0 
y .................. 31. 2 10.9 41. 4 71. 89.4 
Z ••••••..•••••••.... 22. 7.5 40.4 77.6 
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F,GURE 5.- Location of orifices at which pressures were measured. 
METHODS 
Pressure distributions.- The record used in evaluating 
the pres m e distributions were read at time values which 
would permit an aCCID'ate time hi tory to be represented. 
The chordwise integrations were performed in two part 
so that the chordwise and spanwise loads could be obtained 
eparately for the fin and rudder. A numerical m ethod 
of ob taining the spanwise center of load on the fin was used. 
Other records.- The angle of sid eslip for the steady-sideslip 
results wa corrected for th effect of inflow as deter-
mined from the r e ults of a calibration flight in which imilar 
sideslip-angle recorders were installed on each wing tip. 
This correction was not made for the side lip-angle record 
in the time hi tories ince only incremental value were 
used in the analysis and the angle of inflow correction was 
nearly constant throughout the maneuver. 
The only other correction made were the compressibility 
correction to the airspeed and the correction to the rudder 
and elevator angle for the amount of trim-tab deflection 
required to keep the wings in level trim. 
The rate of control deflection and angular accelerations 
were obtained by mechanically differentiating the control 
deflection and the angular-velocity r ecords, respectively. 
Separation of load components.- The method of separa-
tion of load components on the vertical tail was found to b e 
accomplished mo t conveniently by considering the load to 
be made up of two components: one necessary to balance 
the unstable wing-fuselage yawing moment in sideslip and 
on due to yawing acceleration, or 
6.N.= 6.fJ dCnqS!!...- I zr (1) 
dfJ Xv Xv 
However, ome use was also made of the expression for the 
load in terms of effective angle of attack at the tail ; that is, 
6.Nv= 6.av(dEL)'qSv (2) 
where, approximately, 
6.a .= -{3+(:~).6./Jr 
The form of equation (1) is particularly useful in the 
pre ent case because both the parameter dCn/d{3 and the 
factor I z/x. were derivable from flight results as shown 
subsequently herein and also because the maximum loads 
could be defined when only the value of maximum yawing 
acceleration :j and the maximum angle of sideslip 6.{3 were 
known. 
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RES ULTS AND DISCUSSION- STEADY FLIG H T 
Wings level.-·The per tinen t data ob tained from te ts wi th 
wings level are shown plo t ted in figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 
shows the varia tion with speed of the amoun t of rudder , 
elevator, and sideslip angle required to maintain wings level 
for power on and power off . Figure 7 shows the variation 
of the normal-force coefficien t over the fin, rudder, and total 
ver tical tail, and the panwise variation of center of load on 
the fin wi th speed. These curves are typical for a ingle-
engine airplane. The variations shown in figure 6 and 7 
are caused by the effects of propeller rotation in producing 
a twisting lip tream and by a direct a ymmetr ic thru t due 
to the inclined propeller . With powcr off the variations 
are probably the resul t of a wind mill ing propeller , par-
ticularly a t speed lower than 200 miles per hour where the 
amount of blade adjustment possible is in ufficient to 
maintain the ro tation of the con tant-speed propell er . 
The spanwise center of load on the fin moves outboard with 
decrea ing speed bu t, from consid eration of the loads, thi 
movemen t wi th wings level is no t very significant because 
of the small bending moments involved. 
Steady sideslip.- teady- ideslip data are pre ented in 
table II and in figures to 12. The data are shown as 
incremen tal values measured from the condition wi th wings 
level. 
F igure 8 pre en ts the changes in rudder defl ec tion, rudder 
pedal force, and elevator defl ection required for changes in 
sideslip measured from the wings-level trim value. The incre-
ments in pedal force are shown as pedal-force factor , which 
are obtained by dividing the pedal force by the dynamic 
pressure 0 tha t the data from all peed may be combined. 
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E: qvival enf airspeed, v. , mp h 
F IGURE 6.-" ariation with eq uh'alent ai rspeed of rudder and elevator con trol deflections 
(for tab at zero) and angle of sidcsli p (corrected for in fl ow) rcquired to maintain win gs 
le"cl with power on and power 011. 
The change in elevator angle requir ed with a change in 
side lip re ul ts from a change in the pi tching momen t of Lhe 
airplane wi th sideslip . The variation of rudder angle ",rith 
angle of sideslip i een to be approximately linear throughout 
the peed range. F igure 9 pr e en t the varia tion of the 
normal-force coefficien t wi th ide lip for the rudder , fi n, and 
total ver tical tail surface. The variations hown are con-
sistent with the trends of figure ' 8. The rate of change of 
normal-force coefficient on the vertical tail with angle of 
ide lip (df;). is used to define the load requir ed on the 
ver tical tail to balance the un table yawing moment of the 
wing-fuselage configuration. From this value the parameter 
dCnld{3 may be ob tained as 
dCn_ ( dCN) ~ S . 
d{3 - d{3 • b S 
Figure 10 pre ents i ometric views of the pre ure distribu-
tion over the vertical tail at vario us incremental values of 
side lip for power on at an airspeed of 220 m ile per hour. 
The spanwise load distribu tion on the fin and rudder corrcs-
ponding to the isometric diagrams of fig ure 10 are shown in 
figure 11. 
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F IGUR E i.- Variation with eQ uivalcnt a irspeed of normal,force coeffi cients on surfaces of 
vertical ta il for wing in level fli gh t with power on and power 01I and variation of spanwise 
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F IG URE 8.- Va riation of increments of rudder and elevator control deflections and pedal-
force factor with incremental cbange in sideslip measured from wings in level fli ght with 
power on and power off. 
Figure 12 shows the variation of spanwise center of load 
on the fin with change in side lip from the wings-level t rim 
value at airspeed of 100, 160, and 220 miles per hom. With 
change in sideslip from the wing -level condi tion, according 
to figme 12, an inboard movement of the spanwise center of 
load occms which is probably a result of the displacemen t 
of the tail from the region of greate t fuselage boundary 
layer . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION- RUDDER KICKS 
TIME HISTORIES 
D ata pertaining to the rudder kicks are plotted in figme 13 
to 41. The data for aU th e rudder kick ar e shown in 
tables III and IV. Before a detailed analysis of the loads is 
made, it would be of value to note the general natUl'e of the 
airplane motion and the sequence or events. For this pm -
pose typical time historie of the meaSUl'emen ts are shown in 
figure 13 to 1 . 
Figures 13 and 15 present the time histories of right and 
left rudder kicks, respectively , made at airspeeds of 100, 200, 
and 300 mile per hour with power on. The normal load on 
the fin , rudder , and total ver tical tail surfaces associated 
with the e measurements are shown in figures 14 and 16. 
Time histories for two rudder kicks applied agains t initial 
teady ideslip to the left and riO'h t made at air peeds of 200 
miles per hour are shown in figure 17 and correspond ing 
normal loads on the vertical tail surfaces, in figme 18. 
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F IG HE 9.- Cbange of \Tcrtical tail , fin, and rud der normal-rorce coefficients with change in 
sideslip angle measw'ed from wings-level cond it ion wi th power on and power of I. 
IJ/3 = -2.2 IJfJ = 6.05 
IJIf = -10.4 t.1f=9.85 
t1 fJ = -15.1 IJIf = 21./ 
FI GU RE IO.- l sometric views of pressure distribut ion over vertical tail surrace at various 
increments of sideslil) for wings in level flight at 220 miles pel' hour and wiih power on . 
Airplane lift coeffi cient, O.? ; 'r ,=O.03; Q,=0.OO4. 
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FIGI' RE 11.- panwise load distri butions on fin and rudder corresponding to the isometrics of figure 10. 
From a study of the time histories the follo,,-ing sequencr 
of event and itrm of interest may be ob crved: 
(1) Before the maneuver is taded, tho airplane is in teady 
trim flight as indicated by the co nsLant initial values of LlIC 
variables. 
(2) AIter the applicat ion of an abrupt pedal force a lag 
of the order of a fraction of a second occurs before Lhe rudder 
beo-ins to 1'e pond because of fl exibility in the cont rol system. 
(3) The airplane begins to yaw as soon as the r udder is 
deflected. 
(4) The greatest rate of change of ya" 'ing velocity (the 
maXUUll m yawmg acceleration) following the rudder 
deflection occurs before the value of ide lip ha changed 
from the Lrim condition. 
(5) 1'he time interval from the stalt of the maneuver to 
the time the maximum yawing velocity i reach ed is, roughly, 
inYC'rsely proportional to the airspeed. 
The time his toric show that an appreciable amount of 
pitching is indu ced during the maneuver. With right rudder 
lcflection the pitching is no e-down and with left rudder 
deflection it i nose-up. The pitching i cau ed primarily by 
two effects; namely, the prece ional moment which r e ult 
from yawing the propeller disk and the change in airplane 
pitching momenL with sideslip . The prece ional effect 
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FIGURE 12.- Varia Lion of span wise eCIl Lcr of pressure on fill w it h change in sidesli p from 
w ings-level condi tion at 118= 100, 160, and 220 m iJcs per hOll r with power all . 
leads the effect of sideslip by a phase relation of approxi-
mately 90 0 ince it depend upon the yawing velociLy rather 
than the angle of yaw. AI 0 , the ign of the precessional 
pitching moment depends upon the direction of yawing; 
whereas the sign of the airplane pitching moment due to 
ide lip i n egative r egareiles of sideslip direction, a i shown 
by the variation of elevator r equired with sideslip (fig. ) . 
Th e net effects are addi tive for right rudder kicks and can-
celing for left rudder kieks. Thi r esult explains the phase 
difference beLween the yawing-velocity curve and the pitching-
velocity curve for left and right rudder kicks. The com-
bined effecLs for right rudder kicks produce a decremen t in 
vertical acceleration a high a approximately 1.7g at the 
center of gravity, as is indicated by figLU'e 13 (c) . 
The time histories of the loads on the verti cal tail surfaces 
(fig. 14, 16 , and 1 ) exhibit the same gen ral characteristic 
as the load variation on the horizontal tail following an 
abrupt elevator deflection. The first significant feature is 
the load peak due to the abrupt defl ection of the rudder. 
This first load-peak increment i t ermed the "defl ection 
load" herein. The second feature indicated by the load 
time histori es is the build-up of load in the oppo ite direction 
a the airplane responds to the unbalance created by the 
control deflection. In seeking to assume a new static 
equilibrium position a tran ien t "overshoo t" occurs, the 
magni tude of which is a ftmction of the dynamic lateral 
stability of the airplane. The maximum balance load thus 
con i ts of a static-balance t rim value and a transient load. 
This second load-peak increment is r eferred to as the 
"dynamic load ." 
The load variation with t ime on the rudder and fin shows 
tha t the rudder carries most of the deflection load; whereas 
the fin cal'l'ie mo t of the dynamic load . 
The deflection load and dynamic load will be discussed 
separately , use being made of the breakdown of the load 
into the component necessary to balance the unstable yawing 
momen t of the wing-fuselage combination and that associated 
with the yawing acceleration. (See section entitled 
"M ethod .") A time history of the component of load due 
to each factor and a comparison of the combined effects 
with the measured ver tical- tail loads is shown in figure 19 
for flight lla, run 1. As eA.'pected, the agreement i particu-
larly good since the parameter clG,.jcl(3 (already shown) and 
the faetor I z/x. were determined with the aid of exp rimental 
1'e ults. The detail of determinino' Iz/x. will be given in th e 
following section . 
In the ubsequent discus ion the defini tion illustrated in 
figure 20 may be helpful. 
DEFLECTlO LOAD 
General relations.- In the d fl ec tion lon,d, as hown in 
figul'e 19, the component of load necessary to balance the 
unstable wing-fuselage moment in ide lip is absen t and 
the deflection load i defined by the angular-acceleration 
component only ; therefore, when the value of the first 
yawing accelerat ion ~ l ' the moment of inertia of the airplane 
I z , and the tail length Xv are known, the load may be de-
termined by the relation 




This relation is sho,"n in figure 21 'in which the maximum 
yawing accelerat ion ;P'l is seen to be linearly r elated to the 
experimentally determined deflection load. Thi curve, 
then, is an expel'im ntal determination of the factor I z/x,. 
Inasmuch a figure 21 how that uch a defini te relationship 
exists, it will be used in the subsequent analys is to determine 
the deflection load from the value of yawing acceleration 
only. Thi relationship permits determination of tail loads 
by use of the rudder-ki ck data pre ented in table IV for 
which direct tail-load mea urements were not available. 
A an introduction to the factors wiLich affect the magni-
tude of the deflection load, i t is convenien t to cons ider two 
extreme of control manipulation- zero and infinite rates 
of rudd er deflection. When the rate of rudder deflection is 
zero or very low, the airplane will adjust i t elf to a new 
tatic equilibrium po ition as each infinitesimal increment of 
unbalance is impre ed and the deflection load will be ' zero 
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FIGURE 13.-Time histories of three abrupt rudder kicks to the right made at \ ',= 100,200, and 300 miles per hour with power on. 
regardle of the amount of control deflection or the airplane 
stability or rna s characteristics. \iVhen the rate of rudder 
deflection is illfinite, however, because of the inertia about 
the Z-axis, the lift i experi enced before the airplane can 
respond and the deflection load becomes approximately 
equal to that on an i olated tail with a value corresponding 
to the amount of control deflection aLtained, that is, 
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FIGURE 14 .- 'l'ime bistories of normal forces on vertical tail sw·faces for right rudder kicks of 
figure 13. 
For actual case where the rate of deflection is between zero 
and infinity, the deflection load is dependent upon the rate 
of deflection, amount of deflection, and the response 
characteristic of the airplane. 
For an airplane of given characteri tics the amotmt of 
control deflection that can be applied and the respon e 
characteri tics of the airplane are, in general, fixed so that 
it becomes convenient to consider the rate of control deflec-
tion as the prime determinant of the deflection load. The 
deflection load thus involves a determination of (1) the 
maximum rate of control deflection the pilot employ and 
(2 ) the load corresponding to this maximum rate. 
Rate of control defiection.- From the many rudder kicks 
performed in this inve tigation some information wa 
obtained which pertained to the rate at which the controls 
were deflected. It is to be emphasized that the e are the 
rates that the pilot actually u ed, which mayor may not be 
those of which he is physically capable. 
D ata pertaining to the maA'imum rate at which the pilot 
deflect the rudder is hown in figures 22 (a), 23 (a), and 
24 (a) for kicks made from the wings-level condition and in 
figure 22 (b), 23 (b), and 24 (b) for kicks against an initial 
sideslip. 
In figure 22 (a) , the rates of control deflection are shown 
plotted against airspeed for all rudder kicks made from the 
wings-level condition and in figure 23 (a) the rate are plotted 
against the maximum incremental pedal force. The faired 
lines in figure 23 (a) define the envelope of the maximum 
rate of control deflection attained. The maximum rate of 
deflection is noted to decrease with increase of pedal force, 
or amount of resistance to deflection. This result is in agree-
ment with the re ults of tests made on the ground to deter-
mine the r ates of elevator deflection used by a number of 
pilots (reference 7) . On the basis of the relation indicated 
in figure 23 (a), the envelope describing the maximum rate 
(fig. 22 (a)) can be explained by the amount of resistance 
encountered. For instance, the rate of control deflection 
is greatest for the condition of power off and low speed. 
In figure 24 (a) the ratio of rate of control deflection and 
amount of control deflection is plotted against speed for 
power on and power off. This figure shows that the ratio 
BrlMr approaches an upper limit of 10; the reciprocal of this 
ratio signifies that the minimum time to reach the highest 
control deflection the pilot can attain at each flight condition 
is a constant equal to 0.1 second. The conclusion that the 
ratio M r/5r is a constant may be deduced from the fact that 
both the maximum amount of deflection the pilot can attain 
/:;.o r and the maximum rate of deflection 8r are proportional 
to the ame factor (the pedal force) . It should be pointed 
out here that the rate of control deflection 8r used in the ratio 
is the maximum measured during each rudder kick (see 
symbols) so that the minimum time value is derived from 
values of the ratio , which are themselves minimums. 
Similar data obtained from the rudder kicks against an 
initial sideslip are presented superposed on the data ob-
tained from kicks made from the wings-level condition in 
figures 22 (b), 23 (b), and 24 (b). I t is shown in · both 
figures 22 (b) and 23 (b) that the rates of deflection are 
higher than the maximums defined by the envelope for the 
data for rudder kicks from the wings-level condition. This 
result is obtained because the increment in pedal force is 
measured from the initial sideslip value, which in this case 
is an untrimmed value, so that a resi tance to deflection is 
indicated that is higher than actually exists. Actually, the 
rudder tends to move toward the trim po ition of its own 
accord when the pilot releases it to apply opposite rudder. 
Figure 24 (b) shows that the t ime to reach the maximum rud-
der deflection i the same constan t value as that obtained by 
rudder kicks from the wing -level condition . In this case, 
the greater rates are evidently balanced by a greater incre-
ment of control deflection. 
Deflection load associated with maximum rate of control 
deflection.- The maximum. detlection load per ullit rudder 
deflection is shown plotted against dynamic pressure in 
figure 25 and i compared with the value computed from the 
geometric parameter of the tail for an infini te rate of defl ec-
tion . The loads with power on are shown to be greater than 
the computed values at the lower peeds due to the fact that 
for the computed values the dynamic pressure at the tail 
was assumed to be equal to the free-stream dynamic pressure. 
At high speeds the actual maximum load experienced is 
almost 100 percent of that for an infinite rate of control 
deflection fOl' this airplane. 
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FI GCHE 15. Tillll' hiSloril's of three abrupt rudder kicks to the left made at \ ',= 100.200, a nd :loo mi les per hour with 1 owor on. 
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F IGURE 16.- Time histories of normal force on vertical tai l surfaces for lefi rudder kick ' of fi gure 15. 
As previou ly mentioned, the maximum rate of control 
deflection ~~=0 . 1 is based upon the as ump tion of a linear-
0, 
type control deflection which has a constant rate equal to the 
measured maximum rate. This assumed control deflection 
compared with a typical fl ight control deflection is shown in 
figure 26 (a). In figm e 26 (b) the theoretical effect of rate 
of rudder movement on the deflection load i slwwn. The 
computations were made for the linear-type control deflec-
tion by the method indicated in reference 5. The figure 
shows the deflection load in percent of t he load for an in-
finite rate of deflection ~~ = 0 plotted again t the time to 
Or 
reach maximum deflection !::"or/8r. For the maximum rate 
of control deflection used by the pilot (a minimum time to 
r each maximum deflection of 0.1 sec) the load at 100 miles 
per hour is almost equal to that for a infinite rate of deflec-
tion. At higher speeds the rate becomes more cr itical in 
that the airplane responds more rapidly; however, even at a 
peed of 300 miles pel' hour the deflection load for a control 
deflection completed in 0.1 econd IS approximately 95 
percent of that for an infinite rate. 
D YN AMI C L O AD 
General relations .- In figure 19 time historie of the com-
ponent of load on the tail a ociated with the angular 
acceleration and the component due to sideslip are hown 
for one run, together with a comparison of the time histories 
of the ummation of t he component and the measm ed 
vertical-tail load. In figure 27 the measured dynamic load 
are hown compared with the load computed from the 
relation 
The data for rudder kicks against ideslip (fig. 27 (b)) ar e 
noted to have a slightly different lope from those of rudder 
kicks from the wings-level ccmdition (fig. 27 (a)) . The 
difference is presumed to be a r e nIt of differences in the 
action of secondary effects such as damping in roll or linear 
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(a ) Flight 12:1 , run 2' leCt sideslip. (n) Flight 12<1, run -I : right s ideslip. 
FIG URE !i.- Time his tories oC leCt a lld right rudd er kicks aga inst left and right s idcsli1 s, rcs ~ccti\"Cly. at 1-. = 200 miles pcr hour with power on 
acceleration. The compari ons, however , indicate that 
for the test airplane the equation adequately represents th e 
dynamic-loads data. Thus the dynami c load followin g a 
rudder kick may be ea ily de te rmin ed if the maximum valu e 
of sideslip 1l{3 and yawing acceleration ;j;2 are avaiJable. 
orne fl1l'ther discus ion i needed regarding th e factors 
which afi'ect the angle of side lip and the angular acceleration 
attained. 
Angle of sideslip.- Fol' steady sid eslips the amo unt of 
id eslip attaine 1 by a given rudd er angle i proportional to 
the factor d{3/do, (fig. ). In abrupt rudder kicks, however, 
for an airplane with Ie than criti cal damping, a tran itory 
angle of sideslip which is greater than the final teady ideslip 
will occur. For the ca e of zero directional damping and an 
abrupt rudd er deflection , thi tran itory angl of side lip 
would amount to twice the teady-state value of ide lip for 
the same rudd er angle or 2(d{3/doT ). 
Th e test airplane ha low directional damping (as do most 
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FIG URE I.- Time histories o[ norm al force on vert ical tnil sur[accs [01' rud der kicks against 
in it ia l sideslip o[ figure Ii. 
conventional aiTplane) 0 that an over hoot resul ting in a 
magnifi cation factor of 1.5 to 2.0 over the steady- tate value 
is to b e expe ted . An approximate value of thi factor for 
th e test airplane may be ob tained from figm e 2 (a) which 
shows a plot of the ratio of angle of side lip reached in r udder 
ki ck to th e value which would be reached in teady sideslips 
wi th the ame rudder angle. At speeds of 100 and 200 mile 
pel' hour the full maO'nifica t ion factor i not r eached beeaus 
the rudd er generally is r ever ed before the maneuver h as 
con tinued long enough for tbe potential id e lip angle to be 
realized . The early ru dd er revel' al relative to the t ime of 
maximum id eslip i bown in the time hi Lories of th e rudder 
kicks made at low peed ( ee fig. 13) and the comp uLed effect 
of various time of r udd er reversal on the ide lip reached is 
shown in fig ure 28 (b) . At 300 miles pel' hoUl' the rudd er , 
in general , wa held long enough for the full ide lip to be 
realized 0 thaL the magnification factor of approximately 1.5 
ob tained at this speed is believed to be near the true value 
fol' th e te t airplane. 
Angular aeceleration .- The max imum angular acceleration 
f 2 is made up of the superposition of a component that is 
proportional to the amount of overshoot and a com.ponen t 
resulting from the reversal of th e r udder . The component 
du e to the amount of overshoot depend upon the amount of 
damping, being zero for th e a e of critical dampinO' and 
equal to the deflection angular acceleration f l for zero 
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VI GUllE 19.- Compm·isOll o[ measur d load on ver tical ta il w ith sum o[ com pon nt o[ load 
necessary to balance \'dng and fuselage moments and compon 'nt associated with yaw ing 
acceleration for fl ight li n, I'lln J (figs. 13 and 14). V.=:IOO miles PCI' hour. 
rud del' reVe l' al is depend en t upon the raLe and amoun t of 
control deflection in the ame manner as i the defi ection 
angular acee}el'aLion. If the reversal deflection ha the same 
rate and amount a the in i t ial deflect ion (U-Lype J'uddel' man-
ipulation), the revel' al componen t will exactly eq ua} the de-
flec tion angular acceleration f l' 
The two par ts malting up the yawing acceleration f 2 are 
indicated in figure 29 in wh ich th~ time h i to rie of the load 
a ociated wi th the ya\\ting acceleration only arc bown fo[, 
two rudder kick in which the rudd er wa retu1'l1ed to zero 
afte r d iffcren t time intervals. The t ime hi tory for run 5 
indicates the max imum angular acceleration wi th out the 
l'eversa.l ; ",hel'ea in run 6 the rudder wa rever cd at tbe 
t ime of max imum ide lip 0 that the maximum yawing 
acceleration incl udes tbe effect of l' udder reversal. From this 
figure it is ev id en t that the rudd er kick in which the maneuver 
wa topped earlicr resul t in higher loads becau e of the 
superpo ition of the two yawing-acccleraLion componen ts 
ncar the t ime of their maximum values. 
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:fi. I'lG c"E 21.- Hclation between the maximum deflection load and the maximum angular 
FIGl· HE 20.-I11ustralion of symbols used for slopes and incrementa l n,lue,. 
In order to indicate the likelihood with \\"hi c-h the angular 
accelerations superpose at llwir maximum yalue , the raLio 
of 1Ile second pea k angula r acc(' leraLio n to th e first pea k f d f l 
is sh owll ploUed against peed in figu re :30 (a) . In ge neral, 
an approHc- h of the ratio to a factor of 2 1I"0u id ind icate that 
the' a ng ular acceleration compone nts uperposN] a t llw ir 
1)('aks; \\"ithout th e reve rsal c-omponent the ratio \\·ou ld bl' 
les t han 1.0 since th e ovcrshooL component of f 2 ll lone \\·ill 
a l\n1Y be 1('s lIwn th e ddl ect ion va lue. :-;triclIy spell king 
this yalue i obtained only for U-typC' c-ontrol manipulation 
and, asindicatecl by some high yaluC's of the ratio (a high 
as 2.45), the ruclckr was r('turn ed pa t tbe trim position in 
, orne case . The time histo ri es (figs . 13 and 15) indicat e, 
however, tbaL although the rudc](' r r('v('rsal was made at 
rates a ncl amounts someLimt' O" l" ('ater and som etin1('S les 
than the initial rudder kick 1I1(' U-type manipulat ion repre-
sents an ayerage type. 
Th e comp uted effect of the time interval during \\·bi ch th e 
ruddl'r is held upon the mann(,l" of sup('rposition of the angu lar 
acceleration component is shown in figure 30 (b) . 
Th data of figure 30 (a) sho\\" th at at 300 miles per hour 
acceleration in yaw. 
th e average of the. components of angular acceleration clue 
to overshoot ancl l'udd el" l' vel' al superpose ncar th eir maxi-
mU~l values and al 0 that the U-type rudder manipulation 
is not an unduly con ervaLive one a is sometime fel t in the 
pecification of cootrol motions. 
Estimate of maximum value for dynamic load from flight 
data.-- \n approximate formula for th e e t imation of th e 
ord er of magnitude of the dynamic load would aiL in 
as e s ing the relative ignificance of the fac tor involved. 
For this purpose Lhe expression for th e load on the vertical 
tail in terms of an efrective angle of attack is mo L convenient; 
thaL i , 
6Nvz= 6 cx (~~L).qSv 
Tbi expression is adequate \\·h ('n maximum values are con-
sid el"(,cl inasmuch a the angular velociLy i zero at Lh e time 
of maximum {3; also, the s icl ewa h facto r may be a umed to 
be zero. 
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(a) Rudder kick s [rom wings l~\"el. (b) Ruddcr kicks against inil ial sideslip, 
F'I GU HE 22. - Rates o[ rudder deOection uscdlJ y pilot plotted against equi" alent airspeed with power on and power off. 
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FIG UR E 24 .- R ecirroeal of ti me to reach max imu m rudder defT ection aga insL eq ui \' alellL a irspeed wiLh power on and power ofT. 
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FIGURE 26.-Com lmted deflection load on \' rtical tail of test airplane in percent of load for 
infinite rate of deflection against time to reach final control defl ection and comparison 
of typical control deOection with linear type assumed for computations. 
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FIGURE 27.-Comparison of measured dynamic load witb d ynamic load computcd from the relation t:.N.,_ddCfl" tlflqS !!..-~ :j". x. x. 
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F IGnlE 2!l.- C'ol1l parison of load d ur to a ngular accelera tion in yaw for two types of rudell' r 
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FIGPRE 30.- Ratio of second and firs t maximum angular acccicra tions plottcd against oquin\ · 
lent a irspccd alld illustration or computcd cO'cct of ti mc or control revcrsal on angular 
acceleJ'ation in yaw. 
The angle of side lip attail1<'d in a rudd er kick may be 
wriLlen as 
where d(3/do r is the measll1'ecl slope a obLained from steady 
sideslip and k i a magnificat ion factor which , as noted 
prl)yiously, would range from a yaill e of 1 [or a criLically 
damped a irplan e to a yalu e of 2 for zero damping. Thus, 
For the c['iLical ca e of a r udder reversal at the time o[ 
maximum dynamic load the term - (~g~) . 6..o,q8. is added 
to the expre sion. If Lhe rever al I a umed to be made 
at an infinit e rate and to be equ al to Lhe initial defiecLion, 
th load becomes 
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F IGURE 3t.- Dynamic ba lallcr load per degree rudder dc nccLion plotted against dynam ic pressure. Ta iled symbols denote ruddcr kiek against in itial sidesli p. 
For th e te t airplane cl(3/clo T is approximately equal to 1.5 
(fig. ) and a an upper-limi t valu e, k= 2.0. The compari on 
of Lh e mea ure 1 load with Lh e load computed from Lh e 
approxima te formula i shown by the line in figure 31. 
LOAD DISTR I BUTIO 
In order Lo furni b a general pi cture of tb e listribution of 
load luring a rudder kick, isometric views of the pressure 
di tribu ion over the vertical tail during ri 'b t and left rud-
der ki cks are shown in figure 32. Th e figure shows th e 
di tributions on the verti cal tail for steady fli o-ht, th e time 
of maximum deflec tion load , an intermediate point in the 
maneuver , and th e time of maximum dynamic load. It can 
be een from Lhis figure and th e t ime hi tori e (fig . 14, 16, 
and 1 ) that Lh e rudd er carrie mo t of th e deflection load 
and tha t the fin carri e most of the lynamic load. As 
reo'at'l the chordwise eli tribution of load, all types of di -
tributions appear to occur during the rudder kick. Th e de-
flect ion load represents the zero-yaw full-rudder load; the 
in termediate point during the maneuver i the balance-type 
load; and the maximum Iynamic load is a bigh angle-of-
attack type of load with high I ading-edge pres ure . 
Distribution of load between rudder and fin. - Further 
information on the di tributioJ1 of the load betwe n the 
rudder and fin is given in figure 33 and 34. A comparison 
of the magnitude of th e defl cti n load on th e rudder with 
that on the total vertical tail is hown in figure 33 (a) for 
rudder kick from the wings-l evel condi tion and in figure 
33 (b) for rudder kicks against initial sideslip. As shown 
by the time histori c of figm e 14 and] 6 the maximum de-
flection load on th e rudd er occurs after th e maximum on the 
total ver tical tail so that th e load value plotted in figUTe 
3 clo not nece arily occur at th e same time. From fio-ure 
33, the loa I on th e mdder i found to be approxima tely 
equal to the total defl ec tion load. For the high load which 
were a(;tained at 300 mile per hour the rudd er deflection 
load i actually greater than th a t on th e to tal ver tical tail. 
Thi condition r e ult from a combination of th e lower rate 
of control deflection with th e more rapid airplane re pon e, 
with the con equcnee that th e airplane tarts to yaw before 
the rudder ha completed it Lravel. The ya, iJ1~ velocity 
impo e a load on th e fin that is oppo ite to th e rudd er load 
and re ult in a lower net load on Lh e Lail. This effect i 
illu trated in fi gure 32 by the higher pressure on Lh e rulcler 
a t an interm ediat point during th e maneuver rath er than 
at th e time of maximum verti cal-tail deflection load. 
A compari on of the dynamic load carri ed by Lhe fin with 
that carried by the total vertical tail i hown in figure 34 (a) 
for rudder kick from th e wings-level condi tion and in fi 'a-m'e 
34 (b) for rudder l,ick again t steady icleslip . Th fin i 
hown to carry approximately 90 percen t of Lhe dynami c 
load in rudd er kick from tb e wing -1 vel condition and 
about 100 per en t of the dyanmic load in kicks agains t 
side lip. When tb e fin carrie a load grea ter than 100 
perc nt, the to tal load include a md IeI' load in a direction 
oppo ite to that on th e fin. 
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0.3 sec 0 .8 s ec 
1.3 sec /.7 s ec 
(a) (b) 
(a) FlighL Ila, run I; righL rudder kick . (b) Flight Ila, run 3; left rudder kick. 
. FIGURE 32.- lsometric diagrams of pressure disLrihulions O'W ,'ertical tail durin g right a nd 
left ruddr r kicks . 
Spanwise and chordwise load distribution .- T he s pall-
wise load di tributions on th e fin at th e time of maximum 
fin load and on the rudder at the lime of maximum rudder 
[oa,d arc presenled in figure 35 for powcr on and fi O'ure 37 
for power 0fI' fol' the most seve l'e l'udde l' kick macie in each 
direction and at each test peed. T he ymbols in th e t' 
figul'e arc used to distinguish chorc! \\'isc'-load point of two 
runs hav ing approximately th e ame yalue of load. The 
chord wi e pressure distributions over rib V (fig. 5) ohtaillCd 
at time corre ponding to the times for which the panwise 
load distl'ibutions arc shown arc presen ted in fig ll\'es 36 
and :3 . 
Figure 39 shows that the spanwise center of load on the 
fin varies slightly depending upon the direction of ki.ck a 
well as upon the airspeed. On an average, the panwise 
center of load is 10 percenL farther outboard than the a ll'-
load distribution for \\'hich the surfaces wer e design ed . 
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(n) Ruddor kicks from wings le'-ol. 
(b) Rudder kicks against initial sideslip. 
F,nuHE 33.-Comparison of ma~nitude of deflection loud on rudrler with total deflection load 
on "ertical tail in rudder kicks. 
The chordwise load distributions in figul'e 36 and 38 show 
tha.t (except at an air peed of 100 mph) the maximum fin load 
i , in general, associated with a small value of load on tbe 
rudder , whereas the maximum rudder load Occurs during an 
interm ediate pint in the maneuver when the fin has some 
load due to yawing. 
LOA D DI AG R AMS 
The construction of load diagrams for the vertical tail 
surfaces may be mad e by Lhe li se of the foreo'oing results. 
For instance, the de[\ecLion load \\'as shown to be critical for 
the l'Udd er. At high peed the total de[\ection loacl wa less 
than th e load for aninfiniLc rate of'control defl ction (see fig. 
25) btl t the load on the ruddel' was gr ater than] 00 percent 
of the deflection load , and i L is therefore r ca onable to aSSLUne 
lhat the critical rudd el' load may be equal to the toLal 
deflec tion load at an infinite rate of co ntrol deflection. Thus , 
In figure 40 (n,) the load compuLed by this equation is hown 
to compare well wi th the maxi mLun values of measured rudder 
loads. 
The dynamic load \Va found to be cri t ical for the fin. 
The load on the fin may be expressed as som e fraction K of 
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(a) R udder kicks from wings leyel. 
(b) Rudder kicks against initial sideslip. 
l'JGURE 34.-Comparison of magnitude of maximum dynamic load on fin with total dynamic 
load on vertical ta il in rudder kicks. ( 
the dynamic load. The factor K may be determined from 
t he geometric characteri tics of the tail for the a sumption of 
a hypothetical control motion in which the rudder is r eturned 
to zero at the time of maximum ideslip; that j , 
For the test airplane the far tor K for thi condition was 
shown to be 90 percent in rudder kick from the \ving -level 
condition (fig. 34 (a)) . 
In figure 40 thi relation i hown on the ba i of the load 
p r degree rudd er deflection again t dynamic pressure along 
with experimental values. In the calculation th e magnifica-
tion factor k was as umed to be 2.0 and ~~ = 1.5 . 
Th load diagram in fi gur 41 was constructed from the 
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(a) V .= lOO miles per hour. 
(b) V.=200 miles per hour. 
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F IGURE 35.- paowise load distribution on the fin and rudd er for the time of maximum load 
on each surface during rudder kicks at V .. = 100,200, and 300 miles per hour wi th power on. 
Symbols show chordwise loads. 
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(a) 11,= 100 mile, per hour. 
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F/GI'RE 36, Chord wise pre~sure distributions O\'cr rib \- (sec fi g, 5) [or spanwise load distri-
butions o[ figure 35, 
for two pedal forces and th e po inLs repre ent the largest 
experimental values obLained at equ iva lent a irspeeds of 200 
and 300 mile pel' hOllr. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO N- FISHTAIL MA EUVERS 
VerLieal-Lail fai lures havc occurred on mili ta ry a irplanes 
during evasive action or fish tai l maneuvers. Some concern 
has 'herefore becn expressed about including the fishLail 
maneuver a a crit ical des ign condition because the weight 
penalty for adequate sLrcngth was consid ered prohibitive. 
In addition, therc was for a t ime an impression among orne 
designers that the vertical tail could fail on any airplane if 
the rudder were defi ectccl in a sinusoidal manner at the 
natural frequency of the airplane. Consequently, it eemed 
to be in order that a speci1i.cation be mad e as to how far the 
maneunr was to be continued. For this purpose, an analo-
gous system which is fami liar in simple dynamics may be 
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(a) ' -,= 100 miles per hour. 
(b) " ,= 200 miles per hour. 
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FIr-PilE 37. - Spaowise load distributions on the fin a nd rudder [or lhc lime o[ max imum load 
on each surface during fudder kicks at \ "8= 100.200. and 300 miles PCI' hour with power oIT . 
Sym bois show chord wise loads. 
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(a) 11", = 100 miles per bour. 
(b) 11". =200 miles per hour. 
(e) 1",=300 mi les per hour. 
FIGollE 3 .-Chorclwi~e pressure distr ibutions over rib V (see fig. 5) fo,' spauwisc loael d is· 
tr ibutions of fi gure 3i. 
CONSIDE RATI ONS F ROM S IMPLE DYNAMICS 
As was pointed out in r eference 5, the fish tail maneuver 
can be assumed to be a flat yawing maneu ver so that the 
olution to thi problem might be equ ivalent to that for a 
linear ingle- pring system. A brief review of well-known 
r esult of the pring system from imple dynamics will there-
fore furni sh a useful background. The curves hown in 
figure 42 (taken from refer enc 8) apply to the ca e of an 
external sinusoidal force acting upon the spring sy tem. 
Figure 42 (a) shows the ampli tude magnification factor 
plotted again t the ratio of the frequency of the impressed 
force to the natural frequency of the ystem for systems hav-
ing differ ent ratio of damping to cr itical damping. In figure 
42 (b) the pha e relation between the impre sed force and 
the ampli tude is presented for the ume condi tions. In 
terms of what happ n in the fi htail maneuvers the follow-
ing ob ervations may be made from thi figm e. 
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FIG UllE 39.- Varintion with equh' alent airspeed of the spaDlVise centrr of load on the fill at 
the time of maxi mum fin load for most SQ\-Qre r udder kicks with power on and power ofT. 
amplitude) magnification will reach a fini te equilibrim valu e 
even for the case of a r udd er 0 cilla tion ha 'ting the same 
frequency a the airplane. The amount of magnification is 
dependent upon the ratio of tbe damping to the cri tical 
damp ing and, of course, llpon the frequency at wh ich the 
rudd er is deflected r elative to the natural frequency of the 
airplane. 
(2) The rudder angle (or forcing function) is out of phase 
with tbe angle of sideslip (or amplitude) by an amount de-
pending upon the amount of relative dampi.ng. At r eso-
nance, hO'",eve1', the pha e relation is always 90°. For 
resonance, therefore, for a perfect fi h tail, the rudder angle 
will be zero at the t ime of maximum ideslip and maximum 
at the point of zero sid eslip . 
It should be noted at this point that the e curves co uld 
have been derived in terms of loa Is in which case the magni-
fications of figure 42 (a) would. then be expressed in terms of 
load magnification. For the case where the impr ssed 
frequency i the same a the airplane frequency, in which 
case the rudder deflection would be zero at the time of 
maximum ideslip (fig. 42 (b)), th e expres ion for the load 
in a fi h tail maneuver would become 
ANALYSIS OF TESTS 
The results obtained dUTing the fi htail inve tigation are 
given in table V. The first eigh t of these fi htails were 
ligh tly artificial mce the pilot deliberately tried to obtain 
high tailloacls, wherea the last four were made in as natlU'al 
and comfortable a manner as pos ible. 
The first set of maneuvers was intended to show how 
critical th maneuver ould be if the pilot deliberately tried 
to work the rudder control .at the arne frequency as the air-
plane frequency in order to r each high angle of yaw. The 
time his torie of these maneuver are pre en ted in figure 43 
and 44 for the power-on and power-off maneuvers made aL 
150 and 200 miles pel' hOllr, r e pectively. In figure 45 are 
presented power-on an 1 power-off fishtail maneuvers in 
which the pilo t kicked the rudder again t the wing at the 
poinL of maximum yawing velo ity. All of these maneuvers 
(fig . 43 to 45) were very uncomfortable Lo th e pilot because 
of the severe pi tching which re ulLed. 
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F IGURE IO.- Variation of load per d~gree rudder de f! ction with dynamic pressure, including estimated maxim um loads for load on rudder and for load on fin. 
The second set of tests consi Lcd of Lhe fishtail maneuver 
in which a ditreren L pilot performe 1 a mild fi hLail maneuv er 
in a comfortable a manner a possible. These maneuvers arc 
presen ted in figures 46 ancl47 at peeds of 200 and 250 mil e 
per hour and 300 and 350 miles per hoUl', respectively . 
A study of the time hi lories of the fish tail maneuvers 
yields th e following deducti ons : 
(1) The manC1.lyerS in which th e pilot was f ree Lo coordi -
nate the conlrols show LhaL the pi tehing was very mu ch les , 
Iyi th lh e r e ul t Lha t the maneuver was no t particularly 
uncomforLable. 
(2) Wilhin only one cycle of rudder rnption the loads 
a tLain values close to th e maximum measured during Lhe 
whole maneuver. 
(3) As th e man euver continues, the load on Lhe rudder 
tends to bear th e 90° phase relalion wilh the load on the fin. 
l'his r esult is indi cated in fig ure 42 (b) for the condition of 
resonan ce. 
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FIGU RE H.- Diagram showing loads on rudder and fin plotted against equivalent airspeed. 
(4) 1'he abrupt rudder . deflection applied again t the maxi-
mum velocity of wing resul ts in high rudder loads (fig . 45) . 
If th rudder i moved again t th e airplane swing, the pha 0 
relation of Lhe rudder and :lin loads i disturb ed so that Lhe 
loads become additive. 
Frequency of rudder operation with relation to frequency 
of airplane.- Ol1e of the points of interest in the Ii h tail tesLs 
was to note whether , as might be expected, the pilot tend to 
move the rudder in pha e with the airplane fr quency. In 
order to obtain the average rudder fr equ ency for eacL 
maneuver, the actual control manipulation was arbitrarily 
approximated by a sine function. The rudder control de-
flection for all 12 run are hown in figure 4 in nondimen-
ional form; the actual control deflect ion was divided by the 
amplitude of the sine curve usod in the approximation of the 
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FIGU RE 42.- 0ur ves from reference 8 showing magnification of ampliLude for var ious rat ios 
of damping to critical damping cie, against tbe ratio of frequency of impressed force to 
natural frequency of system f lf. and phase lag between impressed sinusoidal force and 
am piiLudc. 
motion. The assumed sine cm'ves are also shown. The 
natural Ireq L1 ency j" of the a irplane ' ·va computed from the 
express IOn 
where Ie and K2 are determined from Lhe aerodynamic 
chara 'Leri tic of Lhe airplane and are defined by equation 
(5) of rcierence 5_ 
Inasmu ch a the p eriod l Un is a more usual way of plotting 
the a irplane 1'e ponse, the data are hown plotted in that man-
ner in figm e 49. From this figure it i s en that th fishtail 
man uvers made by th pilot when his actions were Ulll'e-
tricted (symbols with tail ) were as close to the airplane 
period as those maneuvers in which he atLempted to work 
the controls at the same period as the airplane. Although 
the control doH ctions are in gular, the results indicate that 
the pilot doe tend to work the control in phase with the 
airplane frequ ency in performing a fishtaiL 
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(b) Flight 26, run 2; 1' ,=250 miles per hour. 
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FIGURE 4 .- Comparison of rudder manipulations of all fishtails with sine curves. 
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Comparisons between measured and estimated load .-
A comparison of the measured load with tho e compu ted on 
the basis of the theory of fla t yawing (reference 5) is pre-
sented in figure 50, which show the maximum tail load 
measured per degree of rudder deflection during eaeh run. 
, Mean amplitudes of rudder defl ection were used to obtain 
the experimental values of load per degree. Also included 
in figure 50 is a line corre ponding to the load per degree for 
a control motion in which the rudder wa assumed to be 
r eturned to trim at the time of maximum sideslip. Figure 50 
hows tha t the loads measured during the fishtail did not 
reach the computed resonant value but were more nearly 
equal to the value given by the equation represen ting the 
hypothetical U-type control motion. 
LOAD D ISTRI BUTIO 'S 
The fishtail maneuvers, as indicated by imple dynamics, 
yield an angle-of-attack load with rudder at zero deflection 
plu a zero-yaw full-rudder load according to the pha e 
rela tion indica ted by figUl'e 42 (b) . 
FIGURE 49.-Period of ruddcr motion compared with airplane period 
computed for ratcd power and power ofT. 
Figure 51 present the spanwise load di tl'ibutions over the 
rudd er and .fin at various time during the power-on fishtail 
maneuver of figures 43, 44 , and 45. The spanwi e and 
chordwi e load distribution over fin and rudder and chord-
wise load di tributions over rib V during the fi shtails of 
figmes 46 and 47 are pro ented in figme 52 and 53, respec-
tively. Fig\U"e 54 (a) pre ent the center of load on the fin 
at the times of maximum load on the fin during the fi htail 
800 
/ - I I I I o Maximum load _ 
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F,GURE 5O.- Variation of maximum mcasurcd vcrticnl tail load per degree with dynamic pressure as comparcd with computed variation for condition of resonancc. Dashed line represents 
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(a) F light 16, run 1; h igh yaw angle; \ ·,= 150 miles per hour. 
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(c) flight 18a, run 1; kick against swing; V,= 150 miles 
per hour. 
FIr.l"I{E ii\' Spanwise load distributions o,·cr thl' ruddcr and fin at various times during the power·on fishtails of fig urcs 43, 4·1, a nd 45. 
LOADS A TD LOAD DISTRIBU'J'IOIJS ON THE VER'l'ICAL 'l'AIL SURFACES DURI JG RUDDER KICKS AND FISH'l'AILS 41 
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(a) Fligh t 26, run 1; V,=200 miles per hour. 
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(b) Flight 26, run 2; 1/',= 250 miles per hour. 
FI GURE 52.- Spanwise load distri butions over fin and rudder and chordll"ise load distributions over rib V (sec fi g. 5) at ti mes of max imu.m yaw for fi sbtails of figm e 46. 
Also, for illu trative pmpo es, time historie of the cen ter-of-
load variation dming the fi htail of figul"es 46 and 47 arc 
pre ented in figure 54 (b). 
CO CLUSIO NS 
The conclusions arc grouped under the general subject 
heading from which they were derived. 
First load peak following a rudder kick (deflection load ) 
l. The d eflection load can be determined with uffieient 
accmacy by the product of th e moment of inertia and the 
first maximum yawing acceleration divided by the tail length. 
2. The minimum time used by the pilot to attain the 
maximum r udder deflection at each fligh t condition appears 
to be a constant. 
3. The deflection load on the vertical tail of the test au'-
plane r eaches values clo e to those for an infini te ra te of 
control deflection. 
Second load peak following a rudder kick (dynamic load ) 
1. The dynamic load can be let rmined with sufficient 
accuracy by the sum of the componen t of load necessary to 
balance the unstable yawing moment of the wing-fuselage 
combination in sideslip and the component of load due to 
angular acceleration in yaw. 
2. After the initial rudder kick the retmll of the rudder 
to trim was, in general, made at the time of maximwu side-
slip 0 that the load due to abrup t rever a1 of the rudder 
was superimposed at the time of maximum overshoot load . 
3. A rational approximate formula based upon aU -type 
control deflection satisfactorily expre ses the upp er limi t 
value of the mea ured dynamic loads for thi airplane. This 
formula i in terms of the ide lip-rudder ratio from teady-
flight results and a magnification factor which consider the 
amount of directiona.l damping in the airplane. 
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(a) Flight 2G, rlln 3; \ ',=300 miles per hour. (b) Flight 2G, run 4; V,=350 miles per hour. 
F lG RE 53.-Spanwisc load distribut ions o\'er fill anel rudder alld chordwise load distributions O\'er rib V (seo fig . 5) at times 01 maximum yaw lor fishtails 01 figure 47. 
Load distributions 
1. The cl'iticalload on the rudder are associated witb the 
deflection load. The d flection load on the rudder is ap-
proximately equal to the total deflection load on the tail. 
2. The critical loads on the fin are associated with tbe 
dynamic load on the_tail. The upper limi t of the measu red 
dynamic loads on th fin i atisfactorily expre cd a the 
fraction of tbe total dynamic load which would be carried 
for the rudder at zero. 
. At the timo of maximum fin load the spam i e center 
of load on the fi n i 10 percent farther outboard than the 
de ign air-load . tribution. 
LOADS AND LOAD DISTRIBUTIONS 0 THE VERTICAL 'fAIL SURFACES DURING RUDDER KICKS AND FISHTAILS 43 
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(a) Center of pressure at t ime of maximum load . 
(b) Time history of cen ter of pressure. 
7 8 
FIG URE 54.- Spanwise center of pressure on fin at time of maximum load on fin for all fishtail 
maneuvers against equi valent airspeed and time history of spanwise center of pressure 
during fishtail maneuvers of fi gures 46 and 47. 
Fishtail maneuvers 
1. The maximum load measured during the fi htail ma-
neuvers were no greater than those which would result from 
a hypothetical U-type rudder kick in which the rudder is 
returned to zero at the time of maximum ideslip. 
2. As might be e)..1>ected, the pilot tends to work the rudd er 
in phase with the natural frequency of the airplane. 
3. At re onance the rudder angle and ideslip angle are 
90° out of pha e so that at maximum sideslip the rudder 
deflection is zero and the load is proportional to the sideslip 
angle. 
4. An abrupt stopping action in which the rudder is kicked 
against the swing results in high rudder load . If the control 
is worked against the airplane swing, the phase relation be-
tween the rudder and fin load i di turbed so that the loads 
become additive. 
L ANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, 
TA'l'IONAL AD VI 'ORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS, 
L ANGLEY FIELD, VA. , Ap7'il9, 1947. 
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TABLE I.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Wing: 
Area, sq fL ________________________________________ _ 
Span, ft ___________________________________________ _ 
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft __________________________ _ 
Root chord, fL _____________________ ________________ _ 
236 
37.29 




2209 Section at tip __________________________________ N ACA 
Angle to thru t line, deg _____________________________ _ 
Dihedral, deg _______________________________________ _ 





Type __________________________________ Allison V- 1710- F4R 
Normal power at 10,800 ft, hp_________________________ 1000 
Propeller gear ratio ____ _______________________________ 2:1 
Propeller diameter, ft _________________________________ 11 
Flight operation: 
Average weight in flight, lb ____________________________ 8200 
Average po ition, percent M. A. C. __ _____ __ ___________ 29.5 
Vert ica l tail surface: 
Total area, sq fL ___________________________________ _ 
Height above fu selage, ft _____________________________ _ 
F in a rea (less fairing area) , sq fL _____________________ _ 
Rudder area (including 1.94 sq ft of balance and 0.55 . q i t 
of tab) , sq fL _________________________ __ ______ ~ __ _ 
Di tance from c. g. to rudder hinge line, ft _______________ _ 
Fin offset, deg ______________________________________ _ 
Horizon tal tai l surface : 
Total area, q fL ______ __ ___________________________ _ 
Spa~ ft ____________________________________________ _ 
Stabili zer area (including 3.54 sq ft of fuselage) , q ft __ __ _ 










of tab), sq ft ______________________________________ 17. 44 
Distance from wing root L. E. to e levator hinge line, ft _ _ _ 20. 0 
tabil izer et above thru st li ne, deg ___________________ _ 
H ori zontal tail abov fu selage center line, fL ___________ _ 
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RUll 
3 ___________ ______________________ _ 
4 ___________________________________ _ 
5 __ _________________________________ _ 
7 _____ ______________________________ _ 
8 __________________ _________________ _ 
9 ___________________________________ _ 
11. ___ _______________________________ _ 
12 ___________________________________ _ 
13 ___________________________ . _______ _ 
15 ___________________________________ _ 
16 ___________________________________ _ 
17 __________________________________ _ _ 
18 ___________________________________ _ 
19 __ _________________________________ _ 
20 ____ _______________________________ _ 
79 ___________________________________ _ 
80 ___________________________________ _ 
8L. _________________________________ _ 
82 ___________________________________ _ 
83 ___________________________________ _ 
84 ___________________________________ _ 
86 ___________________________________ _ 
87 ___________________________ . _______ _ 
88 ________ __ _________________________ _ 
S9 __________________________ __ _______ _ 
90 ___________________________________ _ 
91 ___________________________________ _ 
93 __________________________________ _ 
94 ___________________________________ _ 
95 ___________________________________ _ 
96 __ _________________________________ _ 
36 __________________________________ _ 
37 __________________________________ _ 
38 __________________________________ _ 
40 ________ __________________________ _ 
41. __________________________________ _ 
42 ________________________ __ _________ _ 
44 ___________________________________ _ 
45 _______________ _________________ - __ 
46 __________________________________ _ 
4S ____________ __ _________________ - __ _ _ 
49 ___________________________________ _ 
50 ___________________________________ _ 
52 __________________________________ _ _ 
53 ___________________________________ _ 
54 ____ _____________ __________________ _ 
56 __ ____ _____________________________ _ 
57 ___________________________________ _ 
58 ___________________ . _______________ _ 
60 _________ _______________ ___________ _ 
61 _____________________________ _ 
62 .. _________________________________ _ 
64 _____________________________ _ 
65 _______________________________ - -- __ 
66 ___________________ ___________ . ____ _ 
67 _____________________________ _ 
6S ___________________________________ _ 
69 __________ __ _______________ ________ _ 



























































































































o Initial steady-fiight \'a lue ( incrcmcnt Irom wings-Ic\'cl trim). 
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TABLE IlL- RUDDER KI CKS 
v. A{J Alti· aFr ll6, 6, ;;" ~ 8 0, Fligbt l~un Power (deg) T, Q, tude (mph) (a ) (IL) (I b) (deg) (dcg/sec) (rad/sec') (rad/sec) (rad/sec) (rad/sec') 
----- ------------------------------
6 . ...•••• { 
4 100.0 On ...... 0 10,000 75 10.08 26. 08 -0. 224 -0.200 0.082 0.186 
6 106.0 On ...... 0 10,000 -55 -10.08 -73. 13 .347 .194 -.179 -.240 
7 101.0 On ...... 0 10,000 -9.59 -45. 05 .285 .178 "~04ii -.157 9 100,0 011 .•.... 0 10,000 93. 00 -.266 . 056 
8 . ... . . . . { 2 198.7 Rated .. 0 0.061 0.007 6, 000 -138 -5.30 -57.04 .341 . 220 -.203 -. 2~8 4 198.2 Rated ... 0 .062 .007 6,000 125 4.05 43.48 -.274 -.187 .054 .145 
8a ... . . .. 4 203.0 Rated ... 0 ,057 . 007 6,000 ... -11. 91 -43. 43 .883 .440 -.364 -.372 
8b .... .. { 
1 199.5 On ...... 0 . 032 .004 6,000 271 6.44 16.55 - . 435 -.298 
.075 .155 2 203. 0 On .•.... 0 .032 .00·1 6, 000 285 6.44 55.29 -.487 - . 319 .107 .186 
3 202.0 011 ...... 0 .032 .001 6, 000 -271 -7.73 -22.40 .514 ,308 -.268 -.295 
118 .. . . .. { 
1 29fi.5 On ...... 0 . 018 .003 6,000 -332 -4.51 -20. 17 . 624 . 246 -.228 -.292 
2 298.5 On ...... 0 .018 .003 6,000 -328 -4.51 -16.15 . 600 .269 -.228 - . 30r. 
3 297.0 On ...... 0 .018 .003 6,000 269 4.03 35.30 - . 652 -.134 .057 .127 4 206.0 On ...... 0 .018 .003 6,000 280 3.86 17.22 -.441 - . 22'1 .057 . 154 
4b . ..... { 
1 100.0 OfL .... 0 
'" 
.. . 7, 000 -26 -8.62 -66.48 .158 .1 67 -.020 - . 009 2 100.0 OrT ...... 0 ... . .. 5, 000 32 7. 81 60.85 -. 11 2 - . 133 .031 . 034 
3 102.5 OrT ...... 0 ... . . . 7,000 -32 -11.50 -116.23 . 178 .194 - . 010 -.018 4 101.0 OfL .... 0 ... . .. 6, 000 38 10.86 86.42 -.145 -.178 . 031 .046 
5' ....... { 
2 101.0 OIL .... 0 .. . 
.. ' 6, 000 25.53 124.60 -.417 -.377 .092 .110 3 101. 0 OrT ...... 0 ... . .. 6, 000 -93 -20. 81 -41.99 .2\l6 . 366 0 -.012 4 100.0 OrT ...... 0 . . . . .. 6, 000 . .. 26.02 70. 94 -.366 -.422 .056 .109 5 101.0 OIL .. . . 0 ... . .. 6, 000 .. . -21.46 -184.74 .274 .333 
------
.017 
7b .. __ •• { 
2 200.0 OrT ...... 0 .-- ... 6,000 -200 -10.30 -86.72 
- ----- ------
-.214 -.201 
3 192.0 OrT ..... 0 
'" 
.. . 6.000 238 12. 08 79.03 
------ ----- -
.096 .2S3 4 197.0 OIL .... 0 . .. . .. 6, 000 -212 -9.98 -22. 61 
------ ----- -
-.182 . 173 
5 203.0 OrT ...... 0 . .. . . . 6,000 223 9.66 32.65 
------ ------
.075 .140 
u a . .. { 
6 294.5 OrT .•.... 0 
'--
. .. 6, 000 -35-1 -4.83 -42.44 .751 ,269 - . 171 -,220 
7 295.5 OIT ..... 0 ... . .. 6, 000 -~ 13 -4.03 -3 1. 88 .551 .224 -.114 -.199 8 299.5 OfL .... 0 ... . . . 6, 000 332 4.90 48. 10 -.521 - . 235 . 057 .177 9 299.8 OIT ...... 0 ... . .. 6, 000 309 4.51 10.10 -.411 -.224 .057 .132 
24,. .. .. { 5 157,5 On .... . . 21.00 .047 .004 6, 000 -391 -20.15 - 137. 35 .799 .588 .224 -.297 6 164.5 Ou ...... -15. 40 .043 .004 6, 000 306 17. 40 141. 47 -.897 -.441 -.053 .456 
12a . . . ... { 
1 204.0 Rated ... -4.80 .057 .007 6, 000 239 6.76 11. 62 -,344 -.280 .120 .167 2 198.5 RaLed ... -5.20 .061 .007 6, 000 239 7.25 53.20 -.392 - . 258 . 137 .218 3 197.5 Rated ... 5.30 .062 .007 6, 000 -267 -9.66 -3.55 .580 .381 - . 200 .292 4 198.5 Rated ... 4.00 .061 . 007 6,000 -276 -9.66 -92.20 . 765 . 381 -. 177 -.283 
15 ....... { 1 199. 0 On .... . . -8.70 .032 .004 6, 000 313 9.34 89. 47 -.618 -.336 .143 .222 2 198. 5 On ...... 7.00 .032 .004 6,000 -343 -12.08 -99. SO .876 . 482 
--- - --
- . 215 
24,., . .. . { 1 299.5 On .... . . 4.50 .018 .003 6, 000 -368 -6. 41 -63. 24 . 819 .31l -.085 .26.1 2 299.0 On ...... -4. 00 .018 .003 6, 000 339 5.50 68. 67 - . 866 -.294 .085 .294 
24... .. __ { 7 159.0 OIT ...... 19.97 ... . .. 6,000 -420 -26.56 - 125.91 .862 . 661 .192 .297 8 154.0 OIT ...... - 15.65 ... . .. 6,000 446 28.17 189.46 - 1. 065 -.588 -.043 .353 
12a .. ____ { 
5 198. 0 O rT .. __ .. 
-4.00 ... 
'" 
6, 000 221 10.95 16. 94 - . 494 -.336 . 103 -.4.06 6 200. 5 O rT ...... -5.00 .. ' ' -- 6,000 254 10. 95 93. 62 -.698 -.368 . 114 -.363 7 197. Q OrT ...... 5.40 ... . . . 6, 000 -321 - 10. 47 -68. 24 .599 . 437 -.057 -.699 
8 200.0 OIL .... 5.10 ... 
'" 
6,000 -313 -9.90 -149. 30 .627 .368 -.057 -.046 
15... .. .. { 3 198.0 OrT ... . __ -8. 55 .. . . .. 6,000 304 13.52 109.33 - . 804 -.414 . 125 .261 4 199.5 O rT .. __ .. 5.80 . . ' ... 6,000 -354 -10.63 - 110.88 .715 .392 
-- - - --
-.215 
24 .. __ ... { 3 290.0 OrT ...... 5. 00 ' .-- ... 6, 000 -420 -6.18 -48. 86 .740 .316 -.075 -.305 4 288.5 OrT .... __ 
-4.75 .. ' ... 6,000 . 332 6. 41 63. 74 -.709 -,271 .043 -.315 
~---------
a Initia l steady·fligbt value (incremen t Irom \\~ngs·le"e l trim) . 
I I 
llf3 ;;" llN/ , tll\Tr , 
(deg) (rad/sec') (lb) (lb) 
- - - ---------
8.56 30.0 115 
-4. 97 -0.345 -51.0 -150 
-43.0 -70 
64.0 155 
-9.9~ -.456 -55.0 -187 
5.52 .204 15.0 159 
-19.33 -.871 -35.0 -418 
13.53 .725 10.0 373 
- ----
. 736 42.0 350 
- - - - -
-.659 -20. 0 -182 
-8.84 - 1. 137 -SO. 0 -460 
-9.11 -1.082 124.0 -504 
6.90 .877 10.0 368 
6.90 .798 -15.0 332 
-6.91 













61. 0 184 
-11.60 




















-9.11 - 1. 170 - 15.0 -468 
-8.29 -.918 27.0 -305 
7.60 .813 30.0 318 
6. 49 .848 - 10.0 284 
-27.98 -.728 -142.0 -268 
20.48 .740 415.0 12,1 
13.44 ,566 18. 0 271 
12.60 .689 65. 0 252 
- 14.84 -.652 -49. 0 -346 
-18.20 -.669 -77.0 -385 
14.70 .580 13.0 220 
-----
-.730 -115.0 -510 
-9.56 -.930 -20. 0 -475 
9.56 .720 90.0 597 
-29.76 -.987 -85.0 -460 
29.76 .678 135.0 528 
16. SO .621 27.0 286 
15.68 ,550 102.0 383 
-14.56 -.863 -50. 0 -305 
- 12. 60 -.643 -57.0 -301 
20.72 . 651 103.0 395 
-16. 80 -,847 - 100.0 -385 
-9.56 -.773 -65.0 -455 
9.56 . 693 77.0 450 
6.N" llNI, 6Nr2 
(1b) (Ib) (I b) 
- --------
112 " 'i~o " i:is 
- 196 
- 123 72 3 
216 -322 -216 
-193 459 53 
138 -498 46 
-435 810 60 
305 -830 -188 
332 -798 -169 
-230 735 188 
-400 1115 155 
-450 1297 72 
370 - 1135 -83 










- - --- -- -- -
-153 





-445 792 -50 
405 -750 -98 
-305 669 -135 
308 -708 -101 
-485 1405 173 
-265 1083 217 
300 -975 -59 
190 -1070 -86 
-420 1l 4~ 11 2 
495 -915 -55 
220 -813 -44 
315 -728 -59 
-370 870 -8 
-452 843 31 
345 -872 -40 
-608 1020 -45 
-455 1255 -20 
640 - 1180 152 
-540 1095 -25 
630 -960 33 
263 -S08 -30 
475 -761 -14 
-300 862 139 
-368 750 115 
500 - 1012 50 
-500 990 -5 
-395 1215 - 130 







































































































































































46 REPOR1' I O. 885- ATIO AL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTI CS 
T ABLE IV.- R DDE R KI CK (I N WHICH NO LOAD WE RE MEASURED) 
. . V. , T A11itude AI-'. Ao. o. ,p, ,p 8 8, M3 ,p, At M3 I ' .  . . .. I .. I 
_ _ _ ~~~~ _ _ ~~ _(mph) ___ I :"cr _ _ « I~f) _~ __ ~ .. _~~_~,_~deg)_ (degfSCC~,~ad/~cc~ (rad/sec) (rad/sec) (rad/sec') ~ (rad/sec') ~ 
6.-. _____ __________ j 
6L-______ ________ { 
S ____________ __ _ . __ 
-- -------------- { 
Sb . __ ____________ _ 
lL. __ . _________ { 
L ________ . ______ j 
4L . ____ . _______ _ j 
4b __ ______ ______ _ _ 
51 ____ . __________ __ { 
5, _____________ ___ { 
7L ______________ j 













































lL ____ . _._ ._. { ! 
l1a . __ __ . ________ _ 




















011 _________ __ ___ _ 
OIL ________ _____ _ 
OIL _____ ________ _ 
OIL ______________ _ 
0 11 _______________ _ 
Rat d ____ __ ______ _ 
Rated ____________ . 
Ratcd ___________ _ 
Rated ____________ _ 
Rated __ ____ ______ _ 
Ratcd ___________ _ 
Rated ____________ _ 
Rated ____________ _ 
Hate<1 ____ _______ _ 
Hatcd _______ ____ _ 
200 Ratcd ______ __ __ __ _ 
200 Hatcd __ _________ _ 
200 Ratcd ___________ _ 






OIL _____________ _ 
011 ______________ _ 
On ___ ___________ _ 
On _____ _________ _ 
OIL ____ __ _______ _ 
99 OfL ______ ._. ____ _ _ 
100 OfL ______________ _ 
100 OfL ______________ _ 
100 orr _______________ _ 
100 OfL _____________ _ 
100 OfL ___ _____ _____ _ 
100 orr _______________ _ 
100 orr _______________ _ 
100 orr ____ ____ __ _____ _ 

















































OfL ________ ______ _ 
OfL ____ ____ ______ _ 
OfL ___________ ___ _ 
OfL ______________ _ 
OfL ______________ _ 
orr _______________ _ 
011' ________ _______ _ 
OfL. __ _______ ____ _ 
orr _______________ _ 
orr _________ _____ . 
orr ________ __ _____ _ 
orr _______________ _ 
OfL ______________ _ 
orr _______________ _ 
OfY ______________ _ 
orr ____________ ___ _ 
orr ___________ ____ _ 
OrL _____________ _ 
OrL ______________ _ 
200 orr _______________ . 
300 orr _______________ _ 
300 OfL _____________ _ 
300 orr _____ _________ _ 






OfL ______________ _ 
0 1'- _____________ _ 
01'- ______________ _ 
011 _____________ _ 














































































































































































































































58 14 . 96 
-65 -15.93 
79 I . 6 
2 17. 9 
-21.48 
74 - 17. 9 







































































- . 497 
- . 278 
.576 
- . 083 
. 100 








































. 1 7 
. 176 
- , 275 































- . 2~~ 
.266 
. 194 












- . 157 


















































- .1 7 
.054 
- . 268 
.054 
-.2 14 
- . 257 


































- . 007 
- . 004 
. 062 
- . 007 


































-.009 - 10.50 
-.013 
.043 






























- 12. 15 




































- . 664 
- . 612 
- . 921 
- . 320 
- . 777 
.460 
.726 
- I. 11 7 
.504 
.597 




> 1. 60 
1.10 



















> 3. 20 
> 3. 30 
> 1. SO 
> 1. 60 
> 2. 70 
.30 




> 1. 70 
> 1. SO 
> 1. 70 
> 1. 50 
> 1. 60 
.85 
> 1.90 
> 2. 00 
1. 50 
> 1. 40 
1. 40 
1. 55 















T ABLE V.- F I HTAI L i\ I AX EU VE RS 




- - -------- -\-------\----
{
L ____ _ 
16_ ----------- 2 
{
L ____ _ 
2 _____ _ 
18a ____________ 3 _____ _ 
4 _____ _ 
25L ------- - --U:::::: 
{
L ____ _ 
2 _____ _ 
26 __ -------- --- 3 













OIL ______________ _ 
OII _____________ _ 
Rated ___________ _ 
Ratcd ____________ _ 
OfL ______________ _ 
01I _______________ _ 
Rated ____________ _ 
01I. ______________ _ 
R ated ____________ _ 
R ated ___________ _ 
R atod ______ ______ _ 





























































































}AttemPt to maximize loads (higb side-sli p amplitude). 
}
AtlemPt to maximize loads (rudder 
kick against swing). 
}AttemPt to maxim ize loads (h igh sideslip ampli tude). 
}, atuml mild !Isbtail. 






Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis 
Sym-Designation bol 
LongitudinaL ______ X LateraL ______________ Y N ormaL _____________ Z 



















X Rolling _______ 
Y Pitching ______ 









Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
Y----+Z Roll _________ <f> u p Z----+X PitclL ______ 9 II q 
X---+Y Yaw __ ______ t/I w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutrnl 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 




T Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= pn'fv. '11 n 
Speed-power coefficient = -V ~ 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, rps 
Effective helix angle=tan-l(2~n) Q Torque, absolute coefficient OQ= ~nr. pnLr 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Ib/sec 
1 metric horsepower=O.9863 hp 
1 mph=O.4470 mps 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
Ilb=0.4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 lb 
1 mi=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft 
1 m=3.2808 ft 
